
 

 

 
 

I. Call to Order - 7:30pm 
a. Yield to Ben Gerstein: 

i. Today is September 11th, moment of silence observed by assembly 
II. Opening Roll Call 

a. Called by vice speaker 
III. Approval of the Agenda 

a. Agenda sent out by email Sunday, September 9th 
b. Motion to amend the agenda by Daniel: provisionally nominate Anthony Garvey 

as SOFC chair 
i. approved as executive right 

c. Motion to amend agenda: add A.R. 8-011  
i. seconded, approved 

d. Motion to approve agenda 
i. seconded, approved 

IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 
a. Minutes from 3rd meeting of the Eighth Assembly on September 4th, 2018 (Sent 

via email Sunday, September 9th) 
b. Motion to approve minutes 

i. seconded, approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. Daniel introduces Laura Blake Jones, Dean of Students: many have asked how we 
can get involved with administration, the first voice we seek when we look to 
make change on campus is Dean Jones.  She has been a tremendous supporter for 
many years, and today she is going to give a presentation so we can get to know 
her and the Dean of Students office 

b. Dean Jones: thank you all for taking on leadership roles on campus, it is an honor 
to be here and to be Dean of Students.  Tenth year in this role at UofM, worked in 
higher education for 35 years but Midwest is home and it is great to be back 
home.  Level of ethos and drive to make the world a better place is unmatched, 
and my role is to be here to support your leadership.  Directly, I meet with Daniel 
and Izzy, but indirectly I can be a conduit to connect you to resources.  Want to 
talk about student life as a whole.  Vice President Harper is responsible for all of 
student life at UofM, and they are very clear that this is the most student-centric 
division of student life we have ever experienced, and a large part of that is due to 
your agency and influence.  We are all here to support you, and you will not have 
to convince us that students are the center of your work.  Our four core areas 
include promoting a safe and respectful community, as well as diversifying and 



 

 

integrating student experience into a more cohesive experience so that you can go 
on in the world and know what you learned here.  We provide support for critical 
incidents, and some people think that has to be a big thing but we are here 24/7, 
365 to respond to emergencies, which you may not know.  If you have personal 
issues outside of campus with housing, an accident, we want to be supportive and 
have staff standing by.  In your roles you represent thousands of students, if 
someone is struggling send them to us and we will support them.  Finally, looking 
forward.  When I first got here we didn’t have programs like beyond the diag, 
which came out of a desire to have students be connected.  We look forward to 
anticipate what students need.  I have a diverse student advisory board and we 
meet to discuss issues on campus, and I cannot be the kind of Dean of Students I 
want to be without that access.  You may also see that we have many programs 
within the Dean of Students Office, want to highlight that the Campus Climate 
Support Team, which was the Bias Response Team and that it exists to support 
students who face bias issues.  You may also see that other departments report to 
me, and though CSG is not one I am the liaison to administration.  Thank you, I 
know how many hours you will put in this year and how many ways you 
contribute to making this university what it is.  With the move, my office is in the 
Tappan Street Auxiliary Building next to Ross with CAPS and the Office of FSL. 
We have had a record number of students so far this year so thank you for any 
part of that.  If you have any questions let me know 

VI. Community Concerns 
a. Blaine Coleman: Israel has shot down many peaceful human rights marchers, and 

we are asking for a boycott.  While you were gone, Israel shot several thousand 
human rights marchers in the Gaza Strip, just like as if you were marching in the 
diag.  For many years Israel was an ally of apartheid South Africa and it shows. 
We don’t think you have to go to the reagents because last year you went and they 
voted (all the white reagents) not to allow for a discussion of divestment, though 
the black reagents did vote.  You can go to them but you can also pass a 
resolution here in the assembly: we favor boycotting israel to the maximum extent 
allowed by law.  Then you don’t have to worry about the regents and you make 
your voice heard, and is that too much to ask considering that Israel shot down 
innocent civilians?  Does anyone have questions? Again, we think the assembly 
should consider a resolution saying we favor boycotting Israel to the maximum 
extent allowed by law, and it shouldn’t be asking too much 

i. Kevin: why are you smiling about it? 
b. Mozhyan Savabieasfahani: smiling because I am proud of assembly for going to 

work to pass resolution for Israel to be held accountable.  With the help of 
thousands of arab students you did that last year.  I want to encourage you to push 



 

 

for it, and to raise hell when Israel is massacring innocent people as young as 
yourself and younger just for the sport of it.  There are tapes of soldiers laughing, 
it is no secret.  Israel is a criminal state and has been killing Palestinians for 70 
years and it is up to us on campus to do something.  The International Criminal 
Court has before it a case that discusses crimes of the U.S. in Afghanistan and of 
Israel and Gaza, they have been working for 10 years and I suspect they are going 
to be releasing serious information soon.  It is up to us to see that American and 
Israeli criminals be held accountable if we want a community that respect every 
life, we have to do it.  I’ll be here to discuss with you.  Any questions?  I hope 
that you will discuss and do the right thing 

VII. Executive Communications 
a. Daniel: welcome, I am going to hold off talking too much for the next couple of 

weeks but I think an email will suffice.  I will be using time to nominate. 
Yesterday I announced that we have our free NYT access for students back up 
and running, and I am going to send you all an email with a timeline photo for 
Facebook.  I am sending it now.  Please change your timeline and we have 
prewritten a message with the @ symbol to tag the UMCSG page, so please do 
that.  I have a big speech on September 25th, I will deliver the State of the Student 
Address, so for the weeks leading up I will save announcements and present them 
then.  As we are doing the executive communications report please upload the 
picture.  A lot of you reached out to me about funding, the executive team is 
going to fund $1,500 for the clothing closet efforts to offset cost 

b. Izzy: hydration stations went very well, if you have additional feedback feel free 
to email me.  I will have a cover photo to send out Thursday but it is not 
mandatory, as well as a volunteer sheet - CSG did a great job last week with that. 
The “I’m Voting” email we sent out - everyone has been good, please continue to 
send money.  This is nonpartisan and just to encourage voter registration with the 
goal being that Lydia our photographer will take photos and you can write “I’m 
voting because…” with a little blurb.  I’ll send updates with shirt pickup times 
later.  I have a meeting this Friday regarding women in finance, we get women in 
the area to come discuss their experience.  If you have suggestions as to who 
you’d like to see on that panel let me know 

c. Nico: introducing budget resolution tonight, and I will talk about it more in depth. 
Like I said last week, if you have any questions about how assembly used its 
legislative discretionary in past years or about finance reform let me know 

d. Cece: ABTS had summer conference, going to email now a PowerPoint about 
what ABTS is.  We work together to create legislation that all 14 Big Ten schools 
agree on.  If you need guidance you can contact me; Aden Soba will also be in 
and out and I am the UofM liaison.  There will be a summer and winter 



 

 

conference, so if you have anything you want said let me know.  There is also 
social networking, as you can see in the PowerPoint, and I will be giving monthly 
updates 

i. Daniel: we are trying to figure out a football game week to do a 
coordinated mental health week to get national coverage 

VIII. Confirmation of Mohammad Turfah to the OSCR Appeals Board 
i. Daniel introduces: part of many external appointments I make includes 

OSCR and the Appeals Board is something we nominate to.  Over the next 
few months we will be nominating many individuals.  OSCR asked for 
one undergraduate and one graduate.  Our undergraduate choice is 
Mohammad Turfah 

1. Mohammad: I am a fourth year student, been working with OSCR 
since my first year, thank you for the nomination.  Any questions? 

2. Jeff: what got you into OSCR in the first place? 
a. I started off as a student panellest and I have been with 

them since and served on the advisory board 
3. Austin: what is OSCR appeals board? 

a. Parties have the ability to bring a case before appeals 
board, who can provide a recommendation 

4. Drea: any priorities in the role? 
a. Don’t know much about the role, training coming up soon. 

One thing was that I want everyone to feel heard, and make 
them feel like their emotions are validated. 

5. Aisha: have you had any previous experience dealing with conflict 
resolution? 

a. Yes, as a student pannellest.  I haven’t served in many 
hearings, and that is pretty typical, I was just on the 
advisory board.  Taking the tools I got from there with me 

6. Zeke: committee positively recommends Mohammad 
ii. Motion to confirm Mohammad Turfah 

1. seconded, approved 
b. Confirmation of Robert Vasquez to the OSCR Appeals Board 

i. Daniel introduces: there was eligibility for both nominees.  Graduate 
student nominee is Robert Vasquez 

ii. Robert: third year graduate chemistry student, served in U.S. military 
1. Aisha: are you familiar with the things that have gone across the 

board in the past, and is there anything you’d like to change as 
regards to the process? 



 

 

a. Haven’t been made aware of the process, there is a training 
session we haven’t had yet.  I apologize 

2. Zeke: positively recommends, he has served on student panels and 
understands need for conflict resolution and understands need for 
restorative justice as well as the restrains of the board 

iii. Motion to approve Robert to appeals board 
1. seconded, approved 

IX. Report of the Speaker 
a. Austin: first, I sent you a couple of emails that we got throughout the week to be 

forwarded.  I am sensitive to the number of emails we receive so I was trying to 
focus on concentrating those around Sunday night, if you’d rather have them 
immediately come talk to me.  Second up, Assembly has a new secretary, 
Benjamin Glass.  If you have problems with the way you’ve been represented in 
the minutes, contact me, you have the right to know how you’ve been represented 

b. Yield to Jim: Austin is sending out a link.  Student life is interested in student 
learning outcomes, and there is a pretest we are sending now that will test your 
knowledge in a few areas (we will do a post test in February before elections). 
Please complete it now.  As you are filling it out: basically based on those areas 
we will see where you have and haven’t grown and think about ways to better 
serve CSG in the future.  If there are areas where we want to further develop we 
can work with executives on that 

X. Representative Reports 
a. None 

XI. Committee Reports 
a. Rules Committee 

i. Whit: Met on Wednesday and here are some notes.  Three resolutions. 
A.R. 8-002 which we will be voting on this week, we chatted about 
clarifying obligation versus option weather to use “nay” or “shall” or just 
use a verb.  8-003 we did a bit of wordsmithing.  8-004 no authors were 
present but we discussed and agreed that it should be passed.  Meeting 
tomorrow at 8pm at a location TBD on Central Campus 

ii. Levi: good meeting, many good revisions made 
b. Resolutions Committee 

i. Ben: met on Thursday, moving to Sunday at 10am at TBD on Central 
Campus.  Two resolutions both authored by Austin.  A.R. 8-005 (motion 
activated lights) and A.R. 8-006 (generalized system of room 
reservations).  With 8-005, believe it is within power of CSG, just asks 
school to look into where might need motion activated lights and send 
report to CSG.  If approved, just asking school to do first step, not 



 

 

installing or supporting lights.  A.R. 8-006 is also just something we are 
asking of the university.  Discussed idea of it being two resolutions: one 
expanding building space, two creating online database, ultimately thought 
it was fine as one.  Came out of committee with changes to make them 
stronger.  Also, DeAndre, Cece and I are working on a resolution 
workshop.  Thinking about September 20th but will send out an email 
soon; not mandatory just highly recommended.  Going to walk through 
how to write resolution, who you should get in touch with for certain 
areas, and make sure everyone has resources 

ii. Cece: everyone who came to the meeting all had a word in what to say, 
encourage you to come 

iii. Austin: committee attendance can be earned for attending workshop 
c. Communications Committee 

i. Daniel Levin: meeting last week, attendance was minimal so come next 
time.  Keep posting stuff on Facebook, one of the main ways we 
communicate.  If there is an event you think your peers would enjoy, reach 
out to them directly as Facebook only works so well.  Izzy talked about 
voting shirts and that is important, we want to show as reps that we are 
supporting CSG initiatives.  No time for this week decided, will send in 
GroupMe, likely Thursday evening 

d. Finance Committee 
i. Brady: meeting Friday at 4pm in the Ross Winter Gardens.  8-004 came to 

us, changing compiled code, we thought it was good.  8-007, $405 to bus 
to J.C. Penny and we decided to support it. 8-009 busses to polls where 
authors came and talked to us, we think it is a great scenario to work on, 
and Daniel said he would help us with the budget as he said earlier so we 
are going to support that as well.  Any questions let us know 

ii. Amanda: many issues people had with resolution was the money coming 
out of legislative discretionary, so we hope executive fronting money 
helps with those concerns.  We want executive and assembly together to 
support this resolution.  We broke down and it seems costly but it is a pilot 
program and the cost per student is actually quite low.  A.R. 8-008 to 
sustain career center with nontraditional sizes, and we are supporting that 
as well because of great turn-out last year 

e. Executive Nominations 
i. Zeke: we met with three this week, two you confirmed.  Two pending 

nominations form last year Sav and Andrea who are going to get voted on. 
There will also be two people added up for provisional nomination.  If 
Daniel thinks they are necessary we should do that and meet with them 



 

 

this week.  We are meeting with many more people so there will be many 
confirmations this week.  Four more, two with recommendations and two 
provisionals.  Next week maybe six or seven.  Meeting after this meeting 
to discuss, feel free to come 

XII. Confirmation, Election, and Recall of Members 
a. Confirmation of Saveri Nandigama as Chief of Staff 

i. Daniel introduces: given us her entire summer to build new executive off 
the ground.  Extremely committed.  Provisionally nominated by 
committee before me, felt they couldn’t provide a recommendation before 
summer session.  Saveri has done a lot of work over the summer 

ii. Izzy: Sav does not have an easy job, has been in this position since the end 
of last year.  She has done very well despite difficulties.  Knows in’s and 
out’s of CSG and has already established relationships with so many of 
you as well as with Jim and soon-to-be exec team 

iii. Saveri: hello, hopefully you’ve seen me around or gotten an email from 
me.  I had the privilege this summer of working with Daniel and Izzy, 
helped me hone my skills.  Read all governing documents of CSG to 
understand my role and the role of everyone in CSG to help me do my job 
better and communicate better.  Have helped Daniel build commissions 
with response to issues that arise in the community.  Helped plan FestiFall 
and welcome week events.  Hope to continue doing that if you vote to 
confirm me.  Love to hear any questions 

1. Aisha: during provisional time, what did you learn? 
a. Pretty eventful summer.  Learned how to communicate 

better with Daniel and Izzy and others.  We established that 
we need to have weekly check-in’s and I intend to work 
with reps to ensure that level of communication that makes 
us both comfortable is upheld.  Also learned how to 
delegate and to trust others 

2. Esther: what position were you in last year and what did you do? 
a. Not involved in CSG last year, though I attempted.  I 

helped as outreach coordinator and I reached out to 
majority of 1400 student orgs, monumental task.  Short 
time as provisional chief of staff helped to achieve a lot of 
initiatives I hope to continue working on 

iv. Zeke: committee is happy to positively recommend for confirmation. 
Very impressed with what she has done and what she continues to do. 
Pleased to hear that she spent her time here in AA, and we are sure she 
will be an effective coordinator and liaison 



 

 

v. Motion to approve Saveri 
1. seconded, approved 

b. Confirmation of Andrea Lum as WCG Chair 
i. Daniel introduces: you provisional nominated Andrea at the end of last 

year, I’ll let her introduce.  Please let new reps know what you do 
ii. Andrea: WCG is a commission that consults with student orgs on campus 

in ways of marketing and branding, finding funding, etc.  I have been 
involved since my freshman year when it started and was the chair for all 
of last year.  Would love to continue position and help it grow even more 

iii. Aisha: being the chair last year, is there anything you’ve learned and will 
change? 

1. We have great resources with team of consultants, want to do more 
with outreach and get more orgs aware of what we do, especially 
new orgs 

iv. Daniel clarifies: there are commissions and committees, established by 
executive branch and tasked with continuing long term projects 

v. Zeke: how can CSG help you in outreach methods? 
1. Great method of communication.  Organizations will come to CSG 

and you can direct towards us 
vi. Zeke: Andrea’s ideas are exactly what committee needs to grow, she is 

fully committed and we are looking forward to see what she does in her 
second year as chair 

vii. Motion to approve Andrea 
1. seconded, approved 

c. Provisional Confirmation of Anthony Garvey as chair of SOFC 
i. Austin: current procedures a bit unclear but essentially the assembly 

confirms one of Daniel's nominees and they serve temporarily 
ii. Daniel introduces: reason moving for provisional appointment is that 

SOFC has first funding wave soon, and if Anthony wasn’t confirmed 
tonight that would have to be postponed.  Anthony has been working with 
SOFC and making sure we are really allocating funds to student orgs that 
contribute overall.  He has also been fully transparent with us.  C used to 
be “commision” and is now “committee” so we have more oversight.  Will 
be doing same thing next week, wanted to get the ball rolling 

iii. Anthony: started SOFC freshman year as member, moved into secretary 
roll and then vice chair.  Going to be a great year for SOFC, looking to 
improve a lot with how we operate and keep records (what types of orgs 
we fund and how much money is going to certain types of orgs), also 



 

 

trying to increase internal communication by providing all members with a 
packet on how SOFC operates 

iv. Drea: you talked about improvements, what would you like to see stay the 
same? 

1. Operations in review sessions stay the same.  We previously broke 
up into two committees.  Attendance was poor last semester so we 
are going to require both to attend each meeting.  As to reviewing 
applications, going to stay the same, guide in packet for members 

v. Motion to approve Anthony as provisional SOFC chair 
1. seconded, approved 

XIII. New Business 
a. A.R. 8-010 A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE ELECTION CODE 

i. Whit introduces: part of discussion last year about amending elections 
code was about regulating parties and party activity outside of campaign 
period.  Went with a middle but permissive ground.  Previously, couldn’t 
campaign outside of formal period, changed last year to say you could but 
not chalking or putting up posters.  Concern was that CSG was not subject 
to any free speech concerns in limiting validly using free speech, but 
trying to get ahead of those concerns.  Students and orgs can chalk 
whenever, no good reasons parties shouldn’t be able to do the same.  Also 
trying to keep things on schedule, adding provisions to permit assembly to 
keep things on schedule if student general counsel isn’t.  Also trying to 
improve process of complaints which was an issue in last election. 
Creating separate elections court within CSJ under main court.  Similar 
appeals process but separate from elections administration side 

ii. Kevin: resolutions changes how post-election is adjudicated. Currently, 
every complaint has to go to trial, but our resolution makes it so new court 
can dismiss complaints unlikely to succeed (viewed in light most 
favorable to plaintiff).  We don’t have to go through process of trial that 
eats up judiciary resources.  Also limits demerits to students who are 
culpable and those who would have directly benefited, rather than entire 
parties.  Also changes how endorsements could be made.  This does away 
with arbitrary guideline that UEC imposed 

iii. Whit: clarifies purpose of dismissals 
iv. Amanda: last year there was a lot of confusion regarding social media 

regarding endorsements.  Does this clarify? 
1. Yes, you can provide written statement that is clearly identifiable 

and by the person who the candidate claims it is from or you can 
have a video of the person making the endorsement 



 

 

2. What if I’m posting, does a high school friend have to submit an 
affidavit? 

3. No, you can’t say that your friend endorsed you but friend 
wouldn’t be committing a violation just by sharing a post 

v. Ben: this does not limit anyone who isn’t running, just that if I want to 
claim support of individual I have to go through paperwork. 

1. Correct, no longer needs to include written statement but only 
affects those who endorse (Kevin).  If the post is violation then 
your friend sharing would be in violation 

2. Izzy: wanted to clarify.  Last year it was considered a violation, 
was that incorrectly interpreted or is that a change you are making? 
Last year, if a friend shared a photo without you asking and 
without signing an affidavit that was a violation, is that changed? 

a. Yes, whole section rewrote to clarify the three things that 
establish endorsement.  Really about candidate advertising 
support 

vi. Amanda: I think you changed response time from election court from 36 
hours to 24 hours, is that right? 

1. Made it so elections director has to announce at close of polls 
vii. Mario: before, requirement was midnight on a certain date.  Was there a 

reason it wasn’t at midnight before? 
1. I think so the director could scrub inappropriate writeins.  Need to 

discuss with Whit and Austin 
viii. Amanda: found information about election court.  Limiting from 36 to 12 

hours when only a few people working and have to sleep could be harder, 
why did you do that? 

1. Actually a lengthening; timer doesn’t start until after hearing.  A 
48-hour window now that didn’t exist before 

2. But still prior to case being heard at all? 
3. Not true, they have the briefs.  Cannot present new stuff at the 

hearing so they have already had the case and looked at it to decide 
if valid at all 

4. So they have the hours in advance? 
5. Yes, they have had to decide validity, so surely they have spent 

some of that time thinking about decision 
ix. Resolution referred to rules committee 

b. A.R. 8-011 Resolution to Enact the F18 Budget 
i. Preliminary budget, don’t have final student fees numbers now and won’t 

have until drop/add deadline has passed.  Historically student fees don’t 



 

 

change, so this is a good estimation.  There will be around $365k in 
student fees available, plus $4,598 to bring total funds available for 
allocation to $369,598.  General reserve account set a 5%, insurance 
account if needed.  Payroll $60k based of historical funding amounts and 
not only to cover fall but also summer semester.  Typically only funded 
fall in fall and winter in winter, summer gets hit with $40k bill which is 
not feasible, so this seeds funding for summer semester for summer 
assembly.  AirBus set to $6,000, based on Jim, decrease from last year 
because he has done work to bring account into stable position which frees 
up space in budget.  All operations and discretionary accounts had values 
determined by historical trends of how much they were spending fall 
semester and putting a small buffer on top of that in case of new projects. 
Near the bottom, $10k seed funding for summer, again to ensure that we 
can do our business in the summer we want to set some money aside now 
so that no unexpected surprises come up and prevent students and 
organizations in the summer from having their fair share.  SOFC $216k 
approx. consistent with last year’s value, basically what is left over 
because SOFC will consume what you give it.  About 58% which is 
slightly lower but will keep levels consistent over the course of the 
semester based on trends 

ii. Zeke: last year, you talked about strategic underspending you expected, is 
that reflected in the budget? 

1. Last year SOFC underspent to have money to have budgetary 
smoothing of award percentages across semesters.  A decision the 
SOFC chair has to make, no place to hold funds so that is most 
effective route and has worked successfully 

iii. Mario: payroll section.  Could you give us an explanation of who we pay 
and why? 

1. Jim’s salary, accountant, graphic designer, people doing things 
integral to keeping us running smoothly and effectively 

iv. Mike: do you expect $10k to come out of winter budget as well for 
summer assembly? 

1. Yes, goal was to set aside both semesters to guarantee funding. 
With the way funding rules were last year, confusion as to if 
money needed to be set aside before.  Now, no question as to if 
summer assembly has money or won’t have enough 

v. Zeke: do we fund 100% of the salaries for those on payroll? 
1. For office staff yes and those who do their work 100% for CSG 

vi. Esther: can you explain the decrease in AirBus funding? 



 

 

1. Decrease in AirBus allocation is because it has run significant 
deficit.  Last year had to allocate $60k to help keep afloat.  Jim 
found ways to make more sustainable, and with changes to routes 
and numbers, only $6,000 was necessary to put into it 

vii. Amanda: if resolution passes tonight which changes funding to SOFC, 
does that change any of your numbers? 

1. We could lump together.  Amount commissions would need for 
projects wouldn’t change, so it is accounted for 

viii. Selena: what was AirBus cost last year? 
1. 6.5% of budget or around $27k 

ix. Zeke: would it be reasonable to ask those working with us to chip in some 
of the money to pay employees on our payroll so that we could have more 
in SOFC or legislative discretionary? 

1. The way it is operated now has been effective for many years.  If 
there were an impetus in necessity of funds, in that case maybe, but 
at this time there is no real necessity.   Not in a huge funding 
crunch at the moment.  Not a need right now 

x. Comments on how to approve 
1. None 

xi. Referred to finance 
XIV. Old Business 

a. A.R. 8-002 A RESOLUTION TO REVITALIZE THE OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

i. Whit: operating procedures have been a work in progress.  A lot of this is 
reorganization and some few minor changes.  Since last week the biggest 
thing we did was an adjustment to executive nominations process.  Also 
renamed chapters to better describe what they do.  Regarding executive 
nominations process: now clarifies timeline of provisional confirmations, 
replaced with “temporary appointment.”  Idea here is the summer and 
what to do with the fact that exec needs to do things over the summer 
when assembly doesn’t exist.  Language I am about to upload creates a 
subcommittee of exec noms committee who are on call for nominations 
that need to be heard when assembly is not around or for urgency.  Given 
48 hours to evaluate nominee and then 24 more for decision 

ii. Mario: what particularly inspired you to create this subset of the 
nominations committee? 

1. Basically, trying to solve the joint problems of the summer 
happening and us needing to enable exec, and also that at that time 



 

 

(and at times during the year) the assembly process isn’t fast 
enough 

2. In what way will the subcommittee work faster and still 
accomplish a similar goal? 

3. Basically trying to implement provisional confirmation in a way 
that doesn’t involve entire assembly.  Subcommittee makes 
recommendation but only valid until full assembly meets and has 
had time to prepare reports 

iii. Zeke: using the two provisional confirmations we approved today, can you 
illustrate what the difference would’ve been? 

1. Nominees would have been heard.  As it stands, president brings to 
assembly and assembly says you can have until next meeting, and 
if next meeting is after the summer it is a better system because 
they will have some hearing from members of committee 

iv. Amendments 
1. Whit: proposed amendment and approved as friendly.  Also 

reworded portion in compiled code, no longer exempts incumbents 
from attending orientation.  I didn’t come and should have 

v. Third reading: A.R. 8-002 is to amend the operating procedures, two 
amendments have been made (one to change the way executive 
nominations are made and another to remove exemption from returning 
members form attending orientation) 

vi. Austin: explains voting choices 
vii. Vice Speaker calls roll, representatives vote 

viii. Resolution passes, new version on website soon 
b. A.R. 8-003 A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE COMPILED CODE TO MEET 

A CENTER FOR CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT REGISTRATION 
REQUIREMENT 

i. Austin: puts two paragraphs of language into compiled code to allow us to 
register with CCI 

ii. Whit: what dialogue between CSG and CCI occured before this? 
1. Daniel: productive dialogue, Jim was involved.  CSG previously 

had strict rules about allowances, changing those 
2. Not getting rid of current language in constitution? 
3. Merely adding so we are compliant with CCI 

iii. Selena: why wasn’t CSG registered before? 
1. Last time we re-registered this language wasn’t a requirement 

iv. Amendments: none 



 

 

v. Third reads: no amendments from today so we will vote as it was when 
sent out Sunday 

vi. Vice Speaker calls roll, representatives vote 
vii. Resolution passes 

1. Zeke: we should be more than just a student organization.  We 
should be recognized as something more than a student 
organization and the university should pay our employees 

c. A.R. 8-004 A RESOLUTION TO CORRECT AND AMEND SECTIONS OF 
THE COMPILED CODE RELEVANT TO FINANCES AND BUDGETING 

i. Amanda: since last week not many changes, just to language and 
grammar.  Big picture ideas remain the same 

ii. Brady: also changes SOFC meetings to once/week to help improve 
attendance, as confirmed by a survey sent out to members 

iii. Nico: says treasurer must propose budget before second meeting, which 
for this assembly would’ve been last april, how do you see that working? 

1. Austin: for fall semester, would be second meeting in the fall, not 
last April; no need for budget at that time 

iv. Amendments: none 
v. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote 

vi. Resolution passes 
d. A.R. 8-005 A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF AN INVENTORY TO GAUGE 

THE NEED FOR MOTION-ACTIVATED LIGHTS IN ACADEMIC 
BUILDINGS  

i. Austin passes gavel, introduces: one major change made was to add 
footnote to clarify (to assuage concerns) that the purpose is just a data 
collection and nothing more, to find out what options are for CSG and 
other units interested in sustainability as to where they should focus their 
efforts.  Not saying that we support changes or giving permission, so 
footnotes says to check in with us before implementing any changes 

ii. Third reads: 8-005 
iii. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote 
iv. Resolution passes 

e. A.R. 8-006 A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF A BASIC CENTRALIZED 
ROOM RESERVATION INFORMATION SITE FOR GENERAL STUDENT 
USE 

i. Austin: minor changes upon good recommendations of resolutions 
committee.  To second whereas clause we added international students, 
who will be positively affected.  Also added that site should include 
building accessibility information for those with physical disabilities. 



 

 

Also added that we don’t care which buildings they make available, just 
offering ability for them to choose whoever they have best relationship 
with on campus - just want buildings make available.  Added a resolve 
clause for student accountability, and said we would be in favor of 
including information on how to care for the room and how to leave it 
(due to concerns about increased spending for cleaning).  Potential 
discussed to split into two resolutions, not the best idea because the site 
and the space available are mutually dependent (site not useful unless 
rooms, rooms without site aren’t publicized).  Decided to keep it as a 
single resolution because it says one relies on the other to be useful 

ii. Amendments: none 
iii. Third reads for 8-006 
iv. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote 
v. Resolution passes 

f. A.R. 8-007 A RESOLUTION TO HELP FUND THE CAREER CENTER 
SUIT-UP EVENT 

i. Izzy: called into finance committee, answered some questions but didn’t 
feel any changes were necessary.  Still $405 to help fund charter bus to 
JCPenney.  Actually, clarified one clause, adding specificity for bus 
capacity 

ii. Whit: would you consider amendment to merge two resolve clauses? 
iii. Amendments: 

1. Whit: get rid of first resolve clause and second new verbiage 
2. Izzy agrees 
3. Amendment written and added, deemed friendly 
4. Anna: change spelling of “Penney” - done 

iv. Third reads 
1. Ben: what is the motion to call a vote by acclamation? 

a. Hand vote 
v. Motion to vote by acclamation 

1. approved 
vi. Vote by acclamation 

1. approved, resolution passes 
g. A.R. 8-008 A RESOLUTION TO HELP SUSTAIN THE CAREER CENTER 

CLOTHES CLOSET FOR NON-TRADITIONAL SIZES + RESOURCES 
i. Izzy: change in middle resolve clause, clarified that money only goes to 

clothing and not other things in career center 
ii. Anna: title says for nontraditional sizes, but my understanding is that it is 

really for traditional sizes? 



 

 

1. Way career sizes defines it is nontraditional, not in accordance 
with convention.  For CSG reasons we can change to traditional, 
but reasoning was how career center defines it.  Going towards S, 
M, L, XL sizes 

iii. Amendments:  
1. Amanda: since it is just clothing, amend title to take out “for 

non-traditional sizes + resources” 
2. Daniel: take out “and resources” in first resolve clause to specify 

just for clothing 
3. Amanda: fifth whereas clause specify clothing 

a. Daniel Levin: just stating their need not necessary 
b. Withdrawn 

4. Anna: wording discrepancy between “traditional” and “common” 
should indicate that they are the same thing. 

a. Izzy: different connotations for us and career center; 
change “common” to “traditional” sizes in third whereas 
clause 

i. Deemed friendly 
b. Amendment withdrawn 

iv. Third reads: no updates from authors 
v. Questions: none 

vi. Motion to vote by voice 
1. approved by acclamation 

vii. Vote by voice  
1. resolution passes 

h. A.R. 8-009 A RESOLUTION TO FUND THE BUSES TO BALLOTS 
INITIATIVE TO TRANSPORT STUDENTS TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION 
DAY 

i. Authors: part of increasing student voter turnout among Big Ten schools. 
Busses from 6am to 11pm.  Added pictures of maps in appendix C, four 
routes.  Changed funding.  Exec gave us $1,500 so your share is $3,500. 
Bringing another bill to go overall university efforts soon.  CSG 
representatives working for polls will count as committee attendance for 
that week.  No changes to structure or to program.  Target number 
changed in light of turnout in 2014 and 2016, extrapolated for 2018. 
Increased target number (5000) but decreased number we expect to use 
service (2300) and added appendix A to show calculations - cost around 
$2.20 per student to CSG, cheap compared to many programs that interest 



 

 

students.  Even if we are only 25% of usage, still under $9 which is still 
quite cheap as compared to many events 

ii. Jenny: how did you calculate enthusiasm increase? 
1. Based on nationally collected voter data.  Also data from the Daily 

to get on-campus breakdown.  For independents, assumed same 
(conservative).  For republican and democrat multiplied by factor 
from NBC study 

iii. Jeff: how will you be getting an account of how many use services? 
1. Volunteers on bus will clicker, tricky because of double-counting. 

Will also be a survey 
iv. Zeke: why are cost per user overall and cost for CSG so different? 

1. Because CSG is only contributing a third of the funds.  Many other 
groups getting on board 

v. Jeff: when do you expect to be able to report back to us on how it went? 
1. Likely by this semester, depends on how quickly we process 

survey data 
vi. Zeke: how are you going to inform students that busses are going around? 

1. Placards in dining halls, CTools, social media, TuT advertising, 
all-campus email perhaps, talk of working with athletics 
specifically Harbaugh, working with city clerk’s office.  Becoming 
an all of campus effort, president’s office wants to win Big Ten 
Voter Challenge.  Hugely word of mouth also, help us out 

a. Also, volunteers will help assist students with polling 
stations and picking the right bus and route to decrease 
confusion on the day of 

vii. Comment from author: gaining huge popularity across Big Ten Schools, 
let’s be first in nation to do this and show that we are serious about 
students voting and that this is a good first step 

viii. Amendments: 
1. Cece: resolution should have a resolve clause to state a 

commitment to polling students.  For future use for next year if we 
have to change funds we need to know if we need to adjust money 

a. Could we add resolve clause that we give data to assembly? 
b. Yes 

2. Amanda: adding on to that, state that you’ll be using data to help 
improve program in the future 

3. Jeff: in same resolve clause, should be something about counting 
students in addition to surveying because surveying may be 
unreliable due to nonresponse  



 

 

4. Amendment is added and read aloud 
ix. Third reads: no comments from authors 
x. Questions: 

1. Cece: what is the clicker thing? 
a. At large events, simple clicker counter 
b. On each bus? 
c. Yes, would require volunteer 
d. Follow-up: staff is strictly volunteer? 
e. Yes 

2. Esther: are you working with housing? 
a. Target students not walking past CC boards, but do eat in 

dining so that is a target 
xi. Vice speaker calls roll, representatives vote 

xii. Resolution passes 
1. Zeke no with rights: from City of AA and important things on 

ballot, opposed to having students vote on those items.  Students 
should vote absentee unless they are planning on living here for 
their whole lives 

XV. Motions and Other Business 
XVI. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. Daniel: internship application for executive team is open and live, direct them to 
CSG website “get involved” section.  In free time, check out wifi on the diag 
ribbon cutting ceremony.  Want to put on the record that the credit belongs to 
Anushka, was a significant part of her platform and she put in a lot of the word. 
Encourage your friends to use wifi in the diag.  Intended to help students not lose 
MWireless connections.  Alos, CSG put forth money for M Farmers Market, all 
locally sourced healthy food, encourage you to check it out 

b. Izzy: remember to sign up for the shirts, Venmo Lydia and if you have concerns 
let us know 

c. Jeff: drop in wheelchair basketball game in IM this sunday, anyone welcome. 
Information session for Rackham DEI certificate, deadline to apply September 
21st, good for those interested in going through the certification 

d. Zeke: quidditch is back, just sent an email with events.  Come.  Look it up 
e. Cece: latinx heritage month, go out there and figure out how to represent them 

better 
f. Austin: fill out attendance poll or you will not receive credit 

XVII. Closing Roll Call 
a. Called 

XVIII. Adjournment 



 

 

a. Assembly adjourned 10:26pm 


